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Abstract In this paper we report the development and implementation of a decision support
system to solve a complex scheduling system for a major apparel fabric company with annual
sales of more than $2.5 billion. For the first phase of the problem, we developed a linear
programming model to generate optimal machine loads. For the second phase, we designed a
heuristic to minimize the delays that occur during the subsequent fabric roll selection and
sequencing operations. Our system completely replaced tedious manual calculations with optimal
machine loads, greatly improved the overall quality of their products, and produced unexpected
benefits such as practically eliminating the high turnover of scheduling operators.

Introduction
Significant attention is currently being paid in the academic literature to the
subject of decision support systems (DSS). A study by Marakas and Elam
(1997) published in Management Science suggests that the use of a DSS,
coupled with user process knowledge, improves decision results over that
which can be attained from the separate use of the process knowledge and the
DSS. A study by Nutt (1998) supports the findings that the use of the analytical
tools of DSS provides a means of improving the effectiveness of decision
making in the process of comparing alternatives. Other authors have shown
that these findings equally apply to the manufacturing environment. One of the
most potentially rewarding applications is in the area of scheduling and
machine loading for the dyeing of piece goods with multi-port dyeing
machines. The origins of the problem start at the headquarters where an
aggregate capacity planning system prioritizes and groups the incoming
customer orders on a weekly basis. These groups of orders known as dye-lots
are then scheduled for processing at specific plants with specific due dates
mainly based on aggregate plant capacities. At the plant level, operators
struggle to maximize the number of dye-lots processed on a daily basis.

There are a number of processes to add color to textile fabrics. These fabric
dyeing (coloring) processes are technology specific to the production cost and
quality requirements of the end products being produced. One group of dyeing
process technology is used to dye the textile fabrics that are formed into apparel
products for athletic warm-up suits, sweat shirts, jackets, and pants. A widely
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used technology for dyeing these fabrics is the multiple port, multiple strand
pressure-dyeing machine. These machines bathe long lengths of fabric, sewn
together to form strands, in a single dye mixture that is specific to a given
machine. Each strand length of fabric is passed through the dye mixture by a
device that pulls the length through the bath, as a continuous loop on multiple
passes, until the correct color has been imparted to the fabric’s total length. For
any given machine, each different fabric strand (continuous loop) is assigned to a
machine port (a machine port is a subdivision of a pressure-dyeing machine that
contains the necessary devices to pull long strands through the dye bath). Each
dyeing machine can accommodate single or multiple strands of fabric within the
same port. All strands in all machine ports share the same total dye bath liquid
and pressure conditions for the given machine. The number of strands a single
machine can accommodate is the product of the number of machine ports and the
number of strands per port (for sample machine photos and specifications visit
Gaston County Dyeing Machine Company Web site[1]). Many firms maintain
machines with varying numbers of machine ports. These firms maintain small
volume machines with minimal numbers of ports to accommodate small lot size
requirements and large volume machines with a large number of ports to
accommodate large lot size dyeing requirements. Thus a typical firm will
schedule a dye machine capacity proportional to the number of machines, the
number of machine ports per machine and the number of strands per port.

Generally fabric from the dye-lots will be formed into shirts, jackets and
pants where, for example in sweatshirts, the sleeves must have the same color
attributes as the body of the shirt. Shirt color attributes must match those of the
pants, jacket, etc. Also, the total machine load must contain the correct
proportion of different width construction fabrics that will result in the
production of some number of complete apparel units with colors that match.
This additional restriction often requires strand lengths for a given machine
port out of different fabric constructions and widths. For example, in the
production of a sweatshirt the fabric for the shirt body requires a different
width than the fabric used for the sleeves. The fabric for the collar and
waistband is of different width and construction than that used for the body
and sleeves, etc. For these cases where a strand of fabric in a given port
contains different fabric widths and fabric constructions, since different widths
and constructions of fabric have different weights per unit length, it is possible
that a standard length strand of fabric in one port could have a significant
weight difference from a different strand of a similar length in a different port.

Strands are formed out of fabric width/construction rolls that reside in fabric
roll inventory. At any point in time these rolls are of varying sizes (weights)
within a given fabric width/construction. Roll size varies in production for a
given fabric width/construction and any given roll may have previously been
partially used to produce a previous machine dyeing schedule. In forming a
strand of fabric for a given port the firm creates the length weight that is
required from several rolls of fabric. When rolls are not completely used in
either forming a given port strand, or for some different port strand of the
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machine load, the remaining length/weight of the roll is returned to inventory.
Figure 1 depicts the typical flow of materials.

Global competition coupled with customers’ ever-increasing demands for
improved quality, customization, and shorter delivery lead times require textile
firms, like other globally competitive firms, to optimize their operations.
Usually this process demands smaller runs with a multitude of dyeing
conditions. Short-term profits for the typical piece-dyer are subject to critical
limitations of available dye machines, fabrics, technical labor skill, and
customer requirements for specific dye-lot mixes of multiple stock-keeping
units (SKUs). Hence, firms’ long-term successes largely depend on optimal or
near optimal scheduling and processing of customers’ dye orders (see Cooper
and Saydam (1998) for in-depth and non-technical discussions of these issues).
The problems in this domain appear to be perfect candidates for OR
techniques. Although the industry has long recognized the need for decision
support systems in this domain, the specialized and often proprietary nature of
these operations together with a multitude of interactive variables have
prohibited the development of general-purpose solutions. Recently, the advent
of powerful PCs, the availability of rapid application development software
together with inexpensive and easy-to-use solvers have brought down the
computational and economic barriers of applying OR techniques. In the
remaining sections, we present the development and successful
implementation of a DSS to optimize dye machine utilization and material
handling for a large textile firm.

The problem
The problem faced by the company begins when customer orders arrive at
their headquarters located in the south-eastern USA. The orders are prioritized

Figure 1.
The general flow of
materials
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via a corporate wide aggregate capacity planning process and assigned to
specific plants scattered across multiple states, mostly in the south east. Daily
at the plant level these orders are grouped and scheduled on one or more dye
machines with single or multiple ports by an operator. The operator must
consider machine and fabric roll availability and the time estimates for both
dyeing and the subsequent fabric cutting and sewing processes. Once a dye-lot
(with multiple orders) is scheduled on a machine, the operator must choose
fabric rolls from inventory to meet the individual dye order requirements.
Finally, the operator must specify the precise sequence of fabric roll usage and
cut and sew operations to form single or multiple strands for each port on
machine while trying to meet the weight and strand length constraints. The
complexity of these calculations grows exponentially when the dye-lots include
two dye orders with two to three SKUs. It is prohibitively time consuming to
consider a manual approach for scheduling dye-lots with three or more dye-
orders with a combined total of three or more unique SKUs.

It is interesting to note that prior to the implementation of our system all of
the above was the responsibility of the operators and the calculations were
carried out manually leading to spot decisions concerning which and how
fabric rolls should be pulled from the inventory via the automated storage and
retrieval system (AS/RS) and sewn together to build the fabric strands for each
dye machine port, and how this should be done. This manual process often
resulted in excessive split rolls, high material handling costs, high operator
turnover, and more importantly color inconsistencies known as `̀ barreÂ’’ in the
industry.

Stage I: The LP model
In Stage I, we formulate a linear programming (LP) model for a given dye-lot
with single or multiple dye orders. Our objective is to maximize machine
utilization while allocating the required pounds of each SKU in each dye-order
to a specific machine with multiple ports and multiple strands per port subject
to color consistency and port-strand capacity constraints. We first define the
coefficients and the decision variables and then present the formulation.

Coefficients:

N = Number of dye-orders in the given dye-lot

TWn = Total weight (lb) of dye-order n

NFn = Number of unique fabric styles (SKUs) in dye-order n

TWFi,n = Total weight of SKU i in dye-order n

yi = Number of yards per pound of SKU i

NOP = Number of ports in a given machine

PC = Port capacity (lb)

NOS = Number of strands per port

TMC = Total machine capacity (lb)
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TYSp,j = Total strand length assigned to port p, strand j

PLmax = Maximum allowed strand length deviation among ports

SLmax = Maximum allowed strand length deviation within ports

Variables:

Xi,p,j = Number of pounds of fabric style i allocated to port p for strand j

dp,k = The strand length deviation between strands k and k+1 in port p

dr = The strand length deviation between strands k and k+1 in port p
and p+1

Maximize z ˆ 1

TMC

XN

nˆ1

TWn …1†

subject to :
X

i

X

p

X

j

xi;p;j ˆ TWn 8n; i 2 N …2†

X

i

X

p

xi;p;j ˆ TWFi;n 8n; i 2 N …3†

X

i

X

j

xi;p;j µ PC 8p …4†

X

i

yixi;p;j ˆ TYSp;j 8p; j …5†

TYSp;j ¡ TYSp;k ˆ dp;k 8p; j ˆ 1; NOS ¡ 1; k ˆ j ‡ 1; NOS …6†

TYSp;j ¡ TYSp0;j0 ˆ dr p ˆ 1; NOP ¡ 1; p0 ˆ p ‡ 1; NOP; 8j0; j0 ˆ j; NOS …7†

jdp;kj µ SLmax …8†

jdr j µ PLmax …9†

xi;p;j ¶ 0; dp;k; dr ˆ free variables with simple lower and upper bounds …10†

With the objective function (1) we maximize machine utilization. Constraint (2)
ensures that the weight requirements for all SKUs in all dye orders are met and
the sums add up to customer specifications. The individual SKU requirements
for each dye-order in a dye-lot are guaranteed by constraint (3). Maximum
allowable weight limitation per port is implemented via equation (4).
Constraints (5) through (9) together ensure that strand lengths across and
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within machine ports must be of approximately similar lengths. This condition
is required to ensure that each linear foot of strand in a given port passes
through the dye bath approximately the same amount of time as each linear
foot of strand(s) in other ports. Thus, the difference in length between any two
fabric strands cannot exceed a maximum number of yards. This restriction is
generally tighter within a port than across ports. With equation (5) we simply
calculate the prescribed length of every strand in the dye lot. We compute the
strand length variations within ports using constraint (6) and across ports with
constraint (7). Constraints (8) and (9) specify the maximum allowable
differences which can vary from dye-lot to dye-lot.

Stage II: fabric roll sequencing heuristic
Given the machine load profile from the linear programming solution in Stage I
and the fabric rolls (SKUs) placed on reserve by the AS/RS for the specific dye-
lot, strand forming for machine port loading becomes the final critical step in the
dye machine scheduling and loading process. For this last phase of the machine
scheduling and loading process, the goal is to develop a solution for the proper
sequencing of the fabric rolls as fabric strands for each of the machine ports.
The solution should minimize manual operations on the plant floor and output
should provide operators with precise `̀ user-friendly’’ instructions as how to
carry out the strand forming for each machine port on the plant floor. `̀ User-
friendly’’ instructions are those which tell operators at the turn-poles the number
of pounds (or yards) to extract from each selected roll and the order of sewing
these roll extracts, to form a specific strand for a given machine port.
Instructions that provide for the turn-pole operators the fraction of each fabric
roll allocated to each strand-port, coupled with the restrictions that strands must
be sewn across SKUs in increasing or decreasing widths, and that an operator
may be asked to switch from strand to strand within the same port make this
stage of the total solution very complex. For example, in our application the AS/
RS’ main computer (VAX) in order to minimize retrieval delays and maximize
space utilization must handle the roll selection. However, during the actual
machine loading, the port selection is not trivial. The ports cannot be randomly
selected nor can they be loaded from first to last in order or vice versa. The
selection for the sequence of ports must follow company’s requirements that are
independently developed to minimize the manual effort at the plant floor and
keep temporary storage space at a minimum. Given the optimal machine load
matrix from Stage I and the available rolls specified by the VAX, reserved rolls
are to be sequenced for loading at each port per strand per SKU with the
objective of minimizing material handling at the plant floor. The metric for the
material handling is the total number of rolls set-aside plus the total number of
times the operator is instructed to switch between the strands. To guarantee
timely, feasible and near optimal solutions for the overall problem and per
company requirements, we developed a proprietary heuristic algorithm to solve
the roll sequencing and port loading part of the dye order scheduling problem.
The general outline of the heuristic is given in the Appendix.
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The decision support system
As stated earlier the order entry and related information is handled at the
headquarters by an aggregate capacity planning system (AS/400) where they
are prioritized and transmitted to the AS/RS subsystem on the VAX. A large
database on the VAX keeps track of all queued orders and fabric roll (SKU)
data. The DSS system interfaces with the AS/RS via LAN and is an integral
part of the dye-lot processing operations. Operators use the DSS to schedule
specific dye-lots. Stages I and II of the DSS use the data retrieved from the
database on the VAX and provide roll usage data as well as job specific
messages back to the VAX. The logic flow diagram in Figure 2 shows how the
systems communicate with each other and depicts the overall integration. To
illustrate the overall solution approach including the potential difficulties, we
present a simple example in the next section.

An example
We begin from the point of an operator having selected a specific dye-lot for
processing as shown in Figure 3. This dye-lot has two dye orders identified as
DO1 and DO2 requiring 1,393 and 1,397 pounds of fabric, respectively. Dye
order `̀ DO1’’ contains three fabric styles (SKUs 1, 2 and 3). Dye order `̀DO2’’
contains three SKUs, 1, 4, and 5. Note that the two jobs have one common SKU

Figure 2.
The logic diagram for
the dye-lot processing
system
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and a total of five unique SKUs for the combined dye-lot. A dye-lot header file
transmitted along with dye-order and roll availability files include this
information and problem specific parameters such as maximum port capacity
in pounds, number of ports, number of strands per port, and maximum
allowable strand length deviations within and among, and dye chemistry
specifications, etc. For this example the dye-lot specifications and the most
relevant parameters are summarized in Table I. In addition, the AS/RS
provides fabric roll availability data to the DSS. When the operator schedules a
dye-lot via the DSS, these rolls are placed on reserve until the DSS determines
the precise sequence of rolls that will be consumed for this job. Rolls that are
not sequenced for this job are made available for other dye-lots in queue. A
partial list of a typical roll file is shown in Table II.

Given the above job requirements, Stage I of the DSS looks to the roll
inventory database to confirm and select fabric rolls for initiating the dye-
orders. Next, we pre-process the problem to confirm that it has at least one
feasible solution. Although it is uncommon, not all dye-lots can be solved. For
example, if a dye-lot is composed of two dye-orders with significantly different
sets of fabric styles then it is highly likely that the variations in the strand
lengths and weights will exceed the maximums thus creating color
inconsistencies. The dye-lots that fail this test are sent back to the headquarters
where they are either split into individual dye-orders or re-grouped with other
dye-orders with similar SKUs. On average less than 1 percent of the dye lots
fail the feasibility test and are denied processing. After the feasibility check we
formulate the LP model for this dye-lot and solve it in the background using the
commercial version of LINDO (1996) – a popular linear and integer
programming package. We then read the LINDO generated optimal machine
load matrix file, shown in Table III, and feed it into the Stage II heuristic. The
proprietary heuristic, which we developed for sequencing the rolls for final
loading to the dye machine, generates two sets of outputs. One set is sent back
to the AS/RS to be used by its supervisory program to fetch and deliver the

Figure 3.
The main window of

the DSS
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Table II.
Partial listing of the
roll data file

SKU No. Roll ID Roll lb

1 1-0001 133.3
1 1-0002 133.8
1 1-0003 130.0
1 1-0004 52.0
1 1-0005 128.3
1 1-0006 127.9
2 2-0001 103.4
2 2-0002 101.4
. . .
3 3-0001 140.2
3 3-0001 120.9
. . .
5 5-0004 281.0

Table III.
The optimal dye
machine load matrix
generated by LINDO

DO1 DO2
Port 1 Port 2 Port 3 Port 4

SKU Strand A Strand B Strand A Strand B Strand A Strand B Strand A Strand B

1 200.8 157.2 147.2 147.8
2 30.9 314.9 232.2
3 70.4 232.8 157.8
4 42.3 307.9 269.8
5 115.6 242.2 120.2
Strand lb 302.1 390.0 314.9 390.0 305.1 307.9 390.0 390.0
Strand yd 831.3 821.7 831.5 821.5 721.4 711.1 781.4 771.0

Requirements
SKU No. Weight (lb) Length (yd)

Number of ports 4
Number of strands per port 2
Maximum weight per port 800 lb
Maximum strand length

deviation within a port 11 yd
Maximum strand length

deviation across ports 121 yd

Dye-order
DO1 1 358 1,171

2 578 1,526
3 461 609

DO2 1 295 965
4 620 1,432
5 478 588

Table I.
A sample dye-lot
specification
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fabric rolls to the plant floor and another set is an annotated printout for the
material-handling operators’ use. Output from the DSS is definitive and leaves
no room for spot decisions. A partial output for this problem is shown in Table
IV. Whenever possible, rolls are used in full and sewn back to back. Others are
split and used (consumed) in multiple strand and port combinations. At this
juncture the firm’s main objective is to minimize the number of split rolls that
in turn minimizes waste and material handling operations.

In this example the cut-sew operations begin with port 1, strand A and SKU
1. The required total of 200.8 pounds of SKU 1 is put together by consuming the
first of SKU 1 (133.3 lb) and splitting the second roll (67.5 lb). Instead of setting
the split roll aside, the operator is instructed to switch to strand B of port 1 and
use the remaining 66.3 pounds of roll 2. Next, the operator splits the third roll of
SKU 1 to build the required total of 157.2 pounds. To minimize switching
between strands the remaining 39.1 pounds roll of three of SKU 1 is set aside
and the operator is to continue forming strand B with SKU 3. As shown in
Table IV, strand B is completed first and the operator switches back to forming
strand A and the process continues until both strands in the four ports are
formed and the machine is loaded.

Conclusions
We developed a decision support system for a large apparel fabric company’s
dyeing (coloring) operations. At the core of the DSS is a linear programming
model that generates optimal machine loads for dye-lots with multiple dye-
orders with multiple fabric styles. The DSS has been in production over two
years and has generated substantial cost reductions in material handling and
virtually eliminated quality problems by improving the repeatability of the
dyeing process. Most of the contributions were derived from optimal machine
loads that guaranteed that various tolerances set by the company were not

Table IV.
Partial listing of the

instructions for
sequencing rolls for cut

and sew operations

Port-strand SKU Roll ID Operation

1 – A 1 1-0001 Consume (sew) in full 133.3 lb
1 – A 1 1-0002 Consume 67.5 lb of 133.8, hold the split roll for Strand B
1 – B 1 1-0002 Consume 66.3 lb (was held above)
1 – B 1 1-0003 Consume 90.9 lb of 130.0, set aside 39.1 lb
1 – B 3 3-0001 Consume in full 140.2 lb
1 – B 3 3-0002 Consume 92.6 lb of 120.9, hold the split roll for Strand A

Port 1 Strand B completed.
1 – A 3 3-0002 Consume 28.3 lb (was held above)
1 – A 3 3-0003 Consume 42.1 lb of 100.4, set aside 58.3 lbs.
1 – A 2 2-0001 Consume 30.9 lb of 103.4, hold the split roll for 2 – A

Port 1 Strand B completed
2 – A 2 2-0001 Consume 75.2 lb (was held above)
2 – A 2 2-0002 Consume in full 101.4 lb
. . .
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violated and the elimination of spot decisions by turn-pole operators
(concerning how fabric rolls should be sewn together to build the fabric strands
for each dye machine port load). The firm noted that these decisions were, at
best, based on trial and error and created imbalanced dye machine loads and a
high-stress, high-turnover job environment. The company estimates that the
improved fabric and machine utilization alone is worth over $1 million per year
per plant.

With the introduction of the roll sequencing algorithm (where the operator is
instructed what to do with each roll) excessive split-rolls that generate
excessively high materials and handling costs were minimized. A prior
common practice of adding an additional half-roll of body cloth to each dye
load to compensate for errors in operator judgment was totally eliminated.
Operator labor productivity was improved by allowing operators to busy
themselves more with predefined tasks and less with resolving machine
scheduling and loading problems. Also, the DSS allowed operators to simulate
factory utilization and fabric roll inventory levels. In summary, the DSS
increased throughput, machine utilization, product quality, and decreased
material handling and operator turnover.

For decades the potential benefits of using operations research models to
tackle industrial problems were always known. However, the real or perceived
cost of developing and implementing such approaches were thought to be high,
hence only large corporations could afford such systems. Nowadays, the
advent of the information age, and the incredible strides made in both the
software and hardware area have brought down the economical and
computational barriers of applying OR techniques. The proliferation of the
application of OR techniques has just begun.

Note

1. http://www.gston-county.com/piece.htm
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Appendix.

Figure A1.
The logic flow outlining

the roll sequencing
heuristic


